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Head work

I want to talk with you about the role of head
work in helping (or hurting) what you can do on
the bike. Many, probably most people reading
this column, have put in a lot of miles over the
last 4 months, and our legs and wind are about as
good as they ever are. We’re riding pretty strong,
able to push ourselves harder and to go faster and
longer than in May. But sometimes we find
ourselves falling off the back of a group, or
lagging behind on a climb that we ought to be
able to scoot up without much trouble. Or we grit
our teeth in recognition when people talk about
how a century really is all about the last 10 or 25
miles, because that’s when we start to feel really
tired: our feet are hot, our butts are complaining,
our legs are heavy with lactic acid, and fantasies
about drinking a cold beer and having a hot
shower dominate our thought processes.
A long time ago in a galaxy far far away, I
belonged to a masters’ swimming group called the
Prairie Sharks in Bloomington, Illinois. I will
never forget a short piece one of my compadres
wrote for the newsletter that circulated among the
prairie sharks. Cindy Stonesifer, the author,
talked about the dialogue we have with our head
while we’re working out. The example she used
was 75 yard individual medley workouts, where
you start out with butterfly, back, breast stroke,
then the next 75 starts with back, and so on. It’s
great when you first start out, but before long, you
hear this voice in your head saying, “oh shit, the
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Ryan Stremke (center) shown with the
wonderful new WRCC jersey that he
designed.

Brent Russell

Paceline

next set starts with breast stroke, then goes to free,
and ends with fly! I don’t know how I’m gonna
get through the fly, my stroke will fall apart and
it’ll really hurt, my sides will be heaving and I’ll
be floundering by the time I finish that sucker…”
She went on to write about how persistent this
voice is in our heads, telling us we’re going to
hurt, that the next set will be pure misery, we
won’t be able to finish the workout in good form,
we’ll hurt, nah nah nah.
I know for sure that we have similar dialogues
with our heads on the bike. “Oh damn, look how
steep that hill is! And it goes on and on. I’m
gonna have to really slow down, everyone will
pass me, they’ll have to wait for me at the top, I’ll
feel like a bozo because I’m so slow…” There are
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many variations on this theme, including one a friend told me about
who rode his first century on the preview ride a couple weeks ago.
He’d ridden to Fort Ouiatenon on his bike, putting in 5 miles to get
there, and at the end of the ride, a few miles short of the Fort, his
odometer turned over 100 miles. And he just didn’t want to pedal
anymore, even though those last few miles are easy, flat, somewhat
downhill miles: he’d done his 100, and it was like he hit the wall.
Even though he’d been in the middle or front of the pack the whole
ride, now he was so far back he couldn’t see the main group. The
will to dig down and find the energy to spin was just plain gone: he
was done with that ride.
So back to the masters swimming example: Cindy asked us to revisualize what those hard IM workouts would feel like if we could
keep our head from talking us into feeling beat up and all in. What if
the internal dialogue went something like: “well, that one felt pretty
strong. My form was good, and my breathing was even. I’m gonna
use the next cycle to really concentrate on keeping my kick going and
see if I can beat my times from the last go round. This set’s great for
really getting the fundamentals right, and I think I can do this without
getting all splashy and inefficient.” And in the doing: “yes, this is
feeling good! I’m really getting the backstroke to breast stroke turns
right every time now. This is fun and makes me feel good!”
What if we could get the head work right on our bikes? What
would that mean, and what can it do for us? First of all, there are
different dialogues that come up, depending on whether you’re
sprinting, aiming to keep up with a group that’s riding at a pace you
find challenging, riding your first century, or dealing with a
headwind. We all come to cycling with differing kinds of
preparation, conditioning, bodies, and aspirations. So what the “head
work” will mean for a particular rider on a given day will differ quite
a bit. What I’m suggesting is that our heads are in constant dialogues
with our bodies about what we can do, and how we feel about our
efforts. Our heads often put in a strain of “oh this is going to be hard”
behind what our lungs and legs are doing, and when that happens, it
is harder, and we find it more effort to push ourselves to do whatever
it is we’re about.
There are other dialogues we can cultivate that are more helpful
and positive. I’ve watched cyclists from the Women’s Ride who I
didn’t think had it in them ride up a steep hill fast, because they
wanted to be the first to the top and they had a little group they were
trying to stay with or catch. I’ve seen riders develop smooth,
controlled cadences and make a hundred mile ride look like it was
easy and fun—in part because that’s what they were telling
themselves about the ride. The last century I rode (down to
Perrysville, about 9 miles south of Covington on the Wabash River)
was on a steamy hot day, and my feet felt hot and sore and my toes
were going numb. A classic situation for the head to start in with
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“boy this sure is hard, when are we going to get to
the next place I can take these friggin shoes off
and get a cold drink?” But earlier in the day the
ride had seemed easy and fun, and the views were
touched with morning dew and beautiful. So at
the 2/3 mark for this century, I tried to “reset” my
head, to be more conscious about the internal
dialogue I was generating and listening to as I
rode the last 35 miles. Once we got to
Williamsport and made the turn onto SR 41 and
made our way to Independence Road, the scenery
improved, the landscape was more familiar, the
riding challenges all known ones. I started to feel
like “I’m riding in my backyard now, I know I can
have some fun on these little rollers, and we’ll
stop at Cicott and have a nice cold drink and a
snack before we head home.” My head wasn’t
perfect, mind you; I still felt pretty hot and tired.
Here’s what was key: I made a conscious effort to
recapture the feeling of optimism and confidence
in what my body can do that had been easily there
for me earlier in the day, and to push that into the
forefront of the mental dialogue over the
challenges of the last 30 some miles of a century.
And it really helped. Even though the last 35
miles wasn’t as easy as the first, it wasn’t all that
hard either. And it was a lot easier when I shifted
from the “my feet sure hurt, boy this is hard”
dialogue to a “I wonder if I can stand up in a
harder gear on that steep stretch coming up from
Cicott Park and go a little faster?” type dialogue.
Let me digress for a moment. About five years
ago, I rode with one of our graduate students in
political science for about 50 miles on the
afternoon of the WRR, after I’d finished my work
shift. We did one of the loops from Cicott, then
we started for home up that very same stretch of
road, which ascends a steep twisty pitch with a
long slow climb above that, levels out for a couple
miles, then goes up Three Sisters. Don’t ask me
what possessed me, but I felt pretty good, and I
followed this fit 25 year old woman up the hills on
Independence Road as though I were possessed.
And we cooked! We probably averaged 17 miles
on the hilly part and 19 for the ride back to the
Fort. I love to re-play that tape in my head when
I’m riding this stretch of road, and I find it very

empowering, even though I haven’t reached those
speeds since.
So remember images of yourself as strong and
competent, and create your own positive
discourses. My point is, you’ve got to think you
can do something to be able to do it, and you’ve
got some control over that. Be proactive about
intervening in the mental tapes you play for
yourself. You can do more than you think you
can, and you can enjoy it more too.

✺ Pat

The Definitive Guide to Safer
Cycling
Daren Felton asks that we publicize his web site,
The Definitive Guide to Safer Cycling, found on
the Bike Storage Company home page, a British
company (perhaps the point is to get people to
visit that site, which seems a bit beside the point
for an American bike club). When we revise our
homepage to update links to cycling-related sites,
perhaps we’ll add this one. In the meantime, take
a look if you’re curious. It has some useful advice
for bicycle commuters, less so for people who ride
for enjoyment and exercise like most of us.
http://www.thebikestoragecompany.co.uk/
bikesafety-guide/
Affiations
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A Good Time to Say Thank You

The Board frequently takes note in our monthly
meetings of the many people who work hard to
make the club function smoothly—yet unless you
were to read the minutes of our meetings, you’d
never know that we thought to recognize these
folks. Let me start the list, and hope that others
will pile on with the unsung heroes I overlook.

· Thank you to two key volunteers who make
everything work smoothly, Dennis Figueroa who
is our mileage guru, and Skip Eads, who keeps
our ride calendar up to date. I (Pat) subbed for
Skip for two weeks while he was on vacation, and
I doubly appreciate the daily work he does to keep
our ride calendars in order (it’s not as easy as he
makes it look). I’ve never done the ride log chore,
but I imagine it’s a bear to stay on top of. Dennis
does so without any complaints! Thank you both.
· Dennis Figueroa and Andy Hirsch, the two
master minds of the 2017 Wabash River Ride.
We had 355 riders this year, up significantly
from last year and definitely in the ball park of
clearing some income from the event. These
two were tireless and on top of myriad details,
and helped us do an excellent job with our ride.
There were many others who pitched in to help
with the various jobs that needed to be done:
Dean and Kay Thompson organized food again,
including cookie drop offs at their house. Renee
Figueroa and her 3 kids helped with all kinds of
tasks around the Fort on August 26th. Rotary Club
volunteers helped us serve lunch. Brent Russell
took many excellent photographs. Melissa
McCurley put together lots of great posts to our
Facebook page to publicize the ride, and they
attracted a lot of attention. Local ham radio
operators helped us with the mobile SAGs in
the back country. And numerous people worked
at our SAG stops, driving with the ham radio
people, painting the course, setting up and tearing
down, cleaning up our coolers, loading the truck,
directing traffic, registering riders, serving lunch,
and lots more. Thank you everybody! Job well
done.
· Brittany Huff, who stepped into Laura Furey’s
role as co-leader of the Women’s Ride this year.
4
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Brittany led the D group every Wednesday from
Klondike Library, coming up with varied and
fun routes for a group of riders developing skills,
confidence and endurance on their bikes. She
balanced Pat’s tendency to hustle her riders along
(even when it felt very fast to them) with a more
laid back, measured approach that everyone
welcomed. And she provided us ice pops and
other goodies now and then! Thank you for
finding time to do this on top of a busy load at
Purdue, where Brittany is a grad student in IT.
· Carol Moffett, the editor of our newsletter for
several years. Her hard work produced a nice
looking Spoke ‘n Word month in, month out. She
is especially gifted at working in lots of photos,
and soliciting interesting material and articles.
She is involved in other work and hobbies
these days, and will only make sporadic cameo
appearances as an editor or editor-trainer. We
thank you for all your work, skill, and your eye
for composition, Carol!
· Brian Slick, who with the help of his wife Teri
(who frequently sagged for his rides) did a second
year of slowly building workouts for beginners to
go from extremely short rides to being able to do
the Trading Post loop at the Wabash River Ride.
You give a lot of time and attention to nurturing
beginning level riders, Brian, and it means a lot
to those who see their skill and strength improve
steadily over time. Thank you for putting so
much thought and effort into this “boot camp” for
beginners!
· Thank you to dozens of you who lead rides
for the club: your effort in coming up with good
routes makes the club work as an ongoing place
where people meet to have fun riding their bikes.
You know who you are, and we do too. Thanks
for doing the daily work that makes us the Wabash
River Cycle Club.

✺ Pat
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On Commuter Miles

The Wabash River Cycle Club wants to recognize
members who use their bikes to commute to
work, run errands, and ride back and forth to
club rides. Members self-report their miles for
their daily commutes, etc.; no one turns in a ride
sheet, you don’t do this as a group. Please bear
in mind that this is not a residual category where
people just plunk all the miles they’ve ridden that
are not official club miles: if that were the case,
the commuter mile log would be spectacularly
bigger than it is now. We ask that you please not
report your “everything” miles in the commuter
miles category, as it debases what this category is
for. People who commute to work every day put
themselves at risk by riding in traffic, they deal
with cold and wet weather on a regular basis, and
they benefit the environment by not putting miles
on their cars. Let’s save this category to recognize
such efforts please.

Here is the language from the club website, which
you can find under “Club Miles…Guidelines for
Club Miles”:

Commuter Miles (Honor System)

Commuter miles are submitted directly to the Log
Coordinator (wrccridelog@gmail.com) once per
month. Commuter miles may be claimed for:
1) Commuting to work or school.

2) Running errands, visiting friends and family,
etc., etc.
3) Riding to and from club rides.
Thanks!

✺ Pat

This rider (shown below) was wearing the t-shirt from the 9th WRR (1987). The back
shows the route map. She did not ride it at that time, but her father did. It’s his jersey.
He was at the Fort too (and did ride) but admitted that he could no longer fit into the
t-shirt. He spoke highly of the route.
Sent by Andy Hirsch
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Melissa McCurley

Wabash River Ride 2017

See all of Brent Russell’s WRR
photos on Facebook on the WRCC
website www.wrcc-in.org.
Photos shown here were taken by
Brent except where noted otherwise
6
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Carol Moffett

A Really Great Day

Dave Bowden, WRR Master Rollup Maker

Sarah Gardner

The Wabash River Ride T-shirt
was designed by an art student
at Jeffeerson High School in
Lafayette

Congratulations to Chantal Levesque who
completed her first century at the WRR
Wabash River Cycle Club Newsletter • September 2017
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CASA Challenge 2017

Participants who received donations for CASA of $1,000 or more

Having some fun at CASA
8
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CASA at Night

Flying through the night on a dimly lit track, trying
to crank out 10 or so laps around the SIA test track
in an hour while most people are snug at home
asleep, gives one a unique opportunity to observe
the world. This year’s CASA ride was held August
6-7 at the Subaru-Isuzu test track, and hundreds of
riders turned out to ride to raise funds for the Court
Appointed Special Advocate program. As captain
of my team (Quadbusters for Kids), I opted to ride
three stretches of an hour each in the wee hours,
plus the last hour, 9:00-10:00 am on Sunday.
There are some good things and some bad
things about riding at night. It’s harder to
recognize people, because you don’t see as well,
and because there are fewer people riding, it’s
trickier hooking up with a paceline that’s working
the right speed (fast enough to be useful for
drafting, but not so fast that you can’t stay with
them). But there are fewer distractions and more
time to be reflective.
The true magical hour for me was between 1:00
and 2:00 in the morning. I couldn’t find anyone to
draft, and my legs were speaking to me, pushing
my “output” to a pace that was slower and less
focused. But on the back side of one of those
interminable middle of the night laps I saw a bat
flying toward me, like a bird but for the fact that
it was flying around in the middle of the night. It
was bigger and more bird-like than I thought a bat
would look, and totally comfortable flying around
and hunting and eating bugs and stuff in the middle
of the night. It made me realize I was the weird,
unexpected creature here, a day-time mammal
flying around a track on a bike on bat hours.
The second really cool thing I encountered
during this stretch was the yipping of coyotes
somewhere within a mile or so of the track. They
made Lafayette seem like the wilderness, land
meant for feral animals to roam.
Beyond encountering night time animals, riding
at night made me focus internally a bit more than
I usually do. That focus will take you to your
breathing and aching legs, and help you notice how
you’re feeling and reflect on what makes it easier
to ride faster, what slows you down.

✺

See all of Brent
Russell’s CASA
photographs by
going to the Subaru
CASA Cycling
Challenge 2017
website and clicking
on Photos

Survey about the club
Ever wonder what cyclists do when not riding or
planning for the Wabash River Ride, we look for
ways to help improve the club. We have a brief
survey that takes about 5-10 minutes to complete.
We are interested on why you ride, why you ride
with the club, and your riding interests.
The survey uses SurveyMonkey and is
anonymous. Because we cannot put a clickable
link into the newsletter, we will send it to the list
serv separately so that you can access it more
easily. (If you prefer to do so, you can also type
the link below into a web browser.) Please limit
your responses to one per membership. The
submissions are limited to one per device, so if
you have a family membership and you want to
submit a survey for each person, you will need
to to use a different browser or one person uses
a computer while the other person uses a tablet,
iPad, or another mobile device.
WRCC Club survey link :
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/NC3NLG7
Thank you for your help making this a great club.
Enjoy the ride.

Pat
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Rob Cumberland
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Andy Hirsch says we can all be A++++ Riders!

✂

WRCC Membership Form

Name		

Date

1. Return form & dues to:

Zip

Wabash River Cycle Club
P.O. Box 1243
Lafayette, IN 47902-1243

Address
City
Telephone (

State
)

Occupation

2. You may also pay your
dues conveniently and
securely with PayPal at
the WRCC Web site:

E-mail
Other family members joining*

*Minors (under 18 years) must be accompanied by a parent/guardian on all activities.
Type of Membership

Average Speed

❏ Renewal
❏ Same address
❏ New Member

❏ I am willing to lead rides.

❏ Student. ................... $15
❏ Individual.................$20
❏ Family....................... $25

❏ 19–21+...........................A
❏ 17–19. ............................ B
❏ 15–17............................. C
❏ 13–15............................. D
❏ 11–13. .............................E
❏ 11 & under. ......Novice

Cycling Type

❏ Road
❏ Touring
❏ Commuting
❏ Mountain
❏ Racing

www.wrcc-in.org
Check all
that apply.

Are you a member of Bicycle Indiana?
May we publish your name in our directory?

Yes ❏ No ❏
Yes ❏ No ❏

